
Hill Budget Committee
Meeting Minutes
December 22nd, 2021

Approved January, 5th 2022

Present: Carol Asher,  Betty Hanks, Joann Irving, Paul Meyerhoefer,  Don Moyer, Thomas Seymour, 
Chris Vlitas.

Absent with notification:  Thomas Pavelka, Wendy Rosa.

Absent: Marshall Bennett, Paula McDonough.

Public: Sean Shaun Bresnahan Jr, Christopher Gronski.   (Representatives Select Board)
   

 Stephen Thomson.

Meeting Minutes:

Called to order 7:03 PM

Ms. Irving raised an initial clarification of December 15th proceedings, where the Budget Committee had
undertaken a binding vote to not recommend 3% pay raises for employees of the Jennie D. Blake School.
The brief discussion accepted that an absolute number would have to be provided, but discussion of that 
number was tabled until later.

Mr. Bresnahan began the final presentation of Town Spending Year to Date, and about as complete a 
Town Budget for 2022 as could be expected.  

It was discussed that the computer used solely for assessing tasks needed to be replaced.  This 
precipitated a discussion of computer needs and means for addressing them across desks ensued.  In 
serious consideration is a new way of meeting computing needs.  The Town is considering entering into 5
year contract that would provide computers and tech support/maintenance.  At the end of that period, we 
would either renew the contract, which would provide us with brand new computers, or go back to 
previous practices of owning outright.

The first step in this would be to at least do so with the computer for the Adminstrative Assistant to the 
Select Board.  In turn, her 3 year old computer would be used to replace the Assessing computer, at no 
cost to the taxpayer.

Cost savings might also be on tap in the printing department.  Seems the Town prints more copies of the 
Annual Report than residents partake in.  This might be a result of the Town Report now being available 
online.  The Select Board are in support of placing this seminal work online each year, and hope to 
reduce printing costs accordingly.

As was the indication in the November 10th enumeration of Town Spending Year to Date, wages for the 
Administrative Assistant were to be increased for two reasons.  The first was an increase in necessitated 
hours to complete job duties.  Most of this stemmed from increased public participation in Select Board 
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meetings themselves.  This extended total hours met.  It also increased the volume of meeting minutes 
per meeting to be typed up.  In addition, it has now become necessary to meet more than two times per 
month in peak season; read budget decision making time.  You will now find the door open to public 
auditing a third Tuesday each month for a 'workshop' session, in which the Select Board try to get the 
banal ironed out.  The public is asked for empathy and keep comments/questions in those sessions 
limited; as well as understand that no appointments for business are going to be considered.

Mr. Thompson was then recognised who asked a series of questions.  He asked if the Administrative 
Assistant to the Select Board was either a municipal official or employee.  The answer is employee.

Does that position have a contract?

Mr. Bresnahan replied it does not.  Nor do any Town employees.

Is that position in receipt of benefits?  

No.

Discussion moved to a slight reduction in Executive need in that they no longer purchased bound 
versions of legal publications as all resources were now available online without paywall.

Mr. Thompson then asked if the Administrative Assistant was an appointed position.  The response was 
in the negative, the position is subject to a hiring process.

Mr. Thompson then asked about the nature of the hiring process.  It was relayed that the position had 
been advertised, interviewed for then filled.

At this point, Mr. Meyerhoefer asked if the increased hours for the position were deemed to be 
permanent, or might the reduce again?

Mr. Bresnahan then relayed that the expansion of hours was in part, not week in and out.  Many of th 
new hours took place predominately in the Budgeting Season which lasted from September to February.  

Mr. Thompson spearheaded a new conversation about hours and wages resulting in a position that was 
being paid over $30.00 per hour.  Mr. Bresnahan took a pause to calculate the effective rate.  He 
proffered that currently the position was being billed at $28.41, and that a 3% pay increase would 
increase that to $29.26 per hour.

Scrutiny then moved to the pay raise of 3% for our Town Clerk.

Mr. Thompson asked if that position was hourly or salaried.  It is salary.  Mr. Bresnahan added that the 
Town Clerk does submit an accounting of hours worked each pay period to the Select Board.

Mr. Thompson asked if it was possible to get a breakout of the hours submitted.  Mr. Bresnahan replied 
that could be made available.

Discussion then moved to the position of Assistant to the Town Clerk and Tax Collector.  It seems that a 
full year has gone by without any person being employed as such.  We came close just recently to having
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a person apply, meet requirements and go through a bunch of training.  Then, for reasons unknown, they 
informed us they were no longer interested in the position.  Oh, the fickle finger of fate.

Our Town Clerk now has the need to again put it out there we have a position to fill.  She even is willing 
to reduce her expectations to at least have someone who can fill for sick days and scheduled vacations, to
keep Town Offices open.  A bonus would be someone who could commit to at least one regular shift per 
week of four hours.  

Mr. Thompson then again asked about benefits being accrued by any position in the Town Clerk or Tax 
Collector's office.  The answer is no.  Mr. Bresnahan added that the only town positions that receive 
benefits are those three in the Road Department.

Mr. Meyerhoefer then asked about monies appropriated to the Professional Services that had been 
specifically earmarked, yet not spent, and why?  Mr Bresnahan made a note on this line in order to get a 
definitive answer.

Talk then shifted back to the general direction of wages allocated to cover Town Clerk and Town Tax 
Collector functions.  Mr. Thompson clarified a query by Mr. Vlitas that sought to delineate the 
remuneration received for either service, as they were co-mingled in one singular line.

As if the Poverty Pond Sand pit could possibly outlive its legacy in discussion, there was a dissection of 
the legal fee line proffered for next year.  It was the hope of the Select Board that things might return to 
normal.  Mr. Thompson attempted to add to that calculus in that a deadline for Re-Hearing was fast 
approaching.  If by the date of January 7th, 2022 be reached without a filing from the interests on Poverty 
Pond, then nothing more should be in our future.

If, however, they did file for such, it would be incumbent upon them to do so in order to sue the Town in 
the future.  Only by pursuing a Re-Hearing, could they have grounding to then file legal action against us
in the future.

Discussion then turned from speculative to absolute.  The insurance for Unemployment and Workman's 
Comp was delved unto.  The Select Board is in contract with an amalgam of Towns across New 
Hampshire that result in an Administrative entity called Primex.  This negotiation unit coalesces 
bargaining power from scale of participants.  In the end, we receive coverage that would cost us less than
us being a single negotiator of a commercial policy.

From there the Budget Committee concerned itself with another cost saving effort on the part of the 
Select Board.  For the Road Department, they had successfully secured a contract for Diesel that 
significantly reduced cost.  Long story short, your Town now will be able to purchase Diesel for the Road
Department at about an $0.80 reduction in per gallon cost to power our Heavy Equipment, as opposed to 
previous arrangements.  

The Select Board then dove into a re-arrangement, and re-evaluation of costs associated with the lines 
delineated as Maintenance versus Professional Services, under the 4194 breakout of General Government
Building Appropriations.  While it may get deep, we as the Committee this year have never asked for 
waders.  Therein launched a lengthy elucidation from Mr. Bresnahan as to what used to be assigned to 
what, and why some whats became other whats and for what reason.  Suffice to say, with renewed 
interest in scrutiny, as inspired by the Budget Committee, the Select Board has rectified some spending.
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Previously, things like carpet cleaning were charged under the line of Building Maintenance.  Here-to-
fore the Select Board would like that line to reflect those activities that might be encompassed by burner 
tuning, and broken windows.  Things that were previously billed to that line, like carpet cleaning, are 
now to be accounted for in the line delineated Professional Services.  This illuminated a first of few lines 
that were not exactly fleshed out completely.

Rev. Asher then asked at this point why this had not been fully dealt with and decided upon.  Mr. Moyer 
added that there was at least one other To Be Determined cost in the exploration of the Year to Date 
Expenditures as well as how that related into a proposed Town Budget for 2022.  Ruminating upon 
presented TBD's it was offered that if no more were to be encountered, the relatively small amount in 
consideration would not significantly alter Budgets, as the unexpected would only amount to a few 
thousand in extra anticipated costs.  The final Budget Review of January 15th, 2022, will have complete 
details to fill in those costs.

The next topic up for consideration was the coat of many colours that makes up our approach to Policing.
A head has indeed been reached.  For the next year, your Select Board is only going to ask you to 
appropriate about one half the usual.  This is accounted for a need to have an interim approach to 
Policing.  At the fore front of the issue is a goal to have the community as a whole opine and adopt an 
approach to community Policing.

There is a serious proffer on the table.  That consideration will have to have the folk of Hill approve a 
doubling of Budgeted Appropriations. What does that get us?  Like any negotiation, it gets us a trade off. 
If we were to go from a 95k per year line item, to one that was 180k per year, it would not increase patrol
hours at all.  We would still have zero hours per week that were patrolled in Hill.  

However, if any person, at any time of day or night were to call 911 for Police response, Bristol would 
dispatch one of theirs on duty; of which they have 24/7/365 response ability.  This is indeed an intriguing
possibility.  Think about the implications.  No longer, off duty of Hill Patrol Hours, when a call came in 
for the need of interdiction with constable, it would no longer be delayed by response time of the State 
Police.  Bristol would be our respondent for definite causality....

Regardless, the Select Board recommendation for the next year is to Budget for an Administrative only 
Police Chief.  Office duties would entail controlling and accounting of evidence in storage, then any 
paperwork and tracking required for pending Court Cases in the County Judicial System.   The position 
will also facilitate a Town wide conversation as to how we should approach funding of Policing in the 
future.  With an Administrative professional, it was felt that a truly productive Public Hearing, or series 
of Hearings, could proceed to collate public need, and correlate professional insight with what is 
approachable in context of current funding willingness with actualities of prevailing wages or compacts 
that could be negotiated with surrounding Law Enforcement entities.  All of which adds up to at least one
public hearing on where to go from here.

From here the Committee dove into familiar waters.  Ambulance costs are increasing.  The increases are 
the result of a new formula in calculation of costs year to year, in addition to a rise in demand for 
services.  

Again, for a full and lurid coverage of details, the Committee asks you review the meeting minutes of 
November 17th.  
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This brought the Committee to re-visit the Fire Department's Budget.   Good thing for you the Tax Payer,
our Select Board was able to wrangle some encumbered funds to get the Fire Department some much 
needed equipment, and reduce overall Departmental Appropriation for next year.
In this set of offsets were pagers, walkie talkies and the basic turn out protective clothing per department 
member.  Of particular consideration was the need for 6 sets of basic protective gear needed for increased
participation in our Fire department.  

At this point Mr. Thompson had a question about the nature of workman's comp.  As the Fire Department
was included in gross Town wages, Fire Department members are covered under Workman's Comp.

While the overall increase in Department funding was mitigated by the efforts of the Select Board, there 
is still need for attention to the infrastructure of the Department.  To that end, there is very likely a need 
for a Warrant article to provide for funding to address un-attended needs in the Fire Department Building
proper.  As previously covered in Budget Committee Meeting Minutes of November 17th, 2022, the 
probability of a Warrant Article to Appropriate the cost associated with rectifying the manner in which 
the Fire Station heats itself is anticipated.  

Now discussions focused on the new data being provided on a 5 year history of use in diesel, sand and 
salt by the Road Department.  Into the mix, were new numbers for many of these lines by the Select 
Board themselves.  The new numbers seemed to be an appropriate interpolation of worst case scenarios 
tempered with average appropriations.

Discussion continued with an analysis of the Town's history of buying a sand/salt mix, to one where we 
buy the constitute parts and mix them ourselves.  It was also a discussion of how the Town has gone from
a minimal use of Salt, to perhaps an over use of Salt.  It was definitely the position of one Select Board 
Member and that of Mr. Vlitas that the Town used too much salt, and that for varying reasons, some 
being ecologically based, others being pure how excess salt exacerbated road deterioration, the reduction 
of Salt be pursued.

This translated into a discussion of how Emerald Ash Borer had taken hold in Town, and how the Town 
needed to budget for a previously un-experienced pruning/remediation of trees road side.

 From there the Budget Committee re-immersed itself into the appropriation, on the part of the Road 
Department, for clothing each year.  Once again the history of its introduction was hashed out, including 
the highly split public debate in its first year of introduction.  As previously discussed in Budget 
Committee deliberations, it was fleshed out that the current arrangement spared the Town of having to go
back and Tax Employees on disbursements for clothing; that otherwise handled would encumber that 
reality.  It was reached that before Town Hearing, the Budget Committee would seek to possibly offer a 
distinct reduction in overall funding for clothing next year.

Talk then moved to the actualities of Budgeting 50 weeks of 40 hours per week and consideration given 
for the inevitable overtime experienced by the Road Department.  This talk covered the implications of a 
3% pay increase proposed.

Year to Date Budget expenditures then moved into the realm of the Water Department.  Along the same 
lines as previous deliberations, it was again discussed the absolute necessity of review of their budget, 
given it was not based on taxation, rather than billing for services, ie water, provided.  Time is still being 
made for them to present in January, since their original date had not seen a presentation delivered.
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Here the Committee arched into many a disparate pursuit, all of one cause; the finalisation of meeting 
dates and things to consider.
It was consolidated that even though there be a need to codify proper the number to reduce the School 
District Appropriation, to reflect a difference in pay raise recommendations, it should not require a whole
additional meeting.  Rather, since the Police Department was not to present, the calculation of difference 
in recommended School District Funding should be reachable in that same time allotted for presentation 
and consideration of the Police Budget.

At this point almost one half hour was given over to the review and revision of the Meeting Minutes for 
December 15th.  Many a paragraph were jettisoned.  Others were heavily edited.  Then there were the 
standard set of just mis-typings, and or misspellings.  All were graciously and dutifully accepted by Mr. 
Vlitas.

As if spontaneously, despite the hour, a many pronged and philosophical discussion ensued about a 
number of points that the committee had discussed, as well as the fine points of data entered to help in 
deliberations.  Suffice to say, all that were involved walked away with a greater understanding of what 
constructed the personal basis of many members convictions and perceptions about society, governance 
and taxation.

True to course, the Committee found them selves motioning for adjournment, and finding a second not 
too far from the eleven o'clock hour....
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